Leading Online Address for Psychological
Disorders’ Cure
Psychiatrist in Sydney
Industry: Health
The Results:








Keywords ranked high by white
hat SEO
Enhanced domain authority
Built high authority sites’
backlinks
Improved web traffic
Automated pitching
Faster lead generations
Sure Conversions

Psychiatristinsydney.com.au won high
ranking in key words, improved by
structure and bettered the domain
authority after incorporating with
Eminenture Technologies.

The Result
Web promotions require patience. Once
the goals were set, their positive results
began to showcase. It started with one or
two queries a day which extended day by
day. Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and
Google+ exhibited outstanding responses
from across the globe.
Improvement in urls and backlinks showed
miraculous results. Appropriate keywords
targeting proved worthy. Traffic enhanced
to an unbelievable extent. Genuine
reviews, emails, compliments and calling
for psychiatry counseling seemed difficult
to handle.
“Such magnificent outcome and response
through Eminenture Technologies firmed
my faith in their SEO and SMO web
services,” accepted Dr. Abeye, “And I will
continue to associate with it till long run.”

EminentureTech
209-212, Garg Plaza, Sainik Vihar, Pitampura,
New Delhi-110034 India
Phone: +91-11-470-93-787
E-Mail: askus@eminenture.com
Website: www.eminenturetech.com

The owner of “Psychiatristinsydney.com.au” is Dr. Himalee Abeye, an unprecedented psychiatrist in
Sydney. Her web portal broadcasts the blend of her holistic approach with her in-depth psychology
education in her educative videos. Her online address shot fame to her. It defines her personalized
and tailor-made treatment for uprooting addictions, anxiety, depression, personality disorder,
relationship problems, psychosomatic, bipolar disorder, eating and post-traumatic disorders. It also
established her as master of ADHD, general adult, adolescent and old age psychiatry.

Challenges

The Solution

“Psychiatristinsydney.com.au” was full of
bad and irrelevant backlinks. Erstwhile,
keywords targeted were inappropriate
and irrelevant while URLs were not up-tothe mark. Therefore, their keywords were
not making their way to the search
results. Obviously, the figure of visitors
was not improving despite stringent
efforts. It was in urgent need of userfriendly as well as relevant and high
quality content, SEO and SMO for better
visibility and promotions in search results
on search engines, like Google.

The SEO and SMO stalwarts of Eminenture
were ready with the plan of action to target
millions of audience in minimum possible
time. They prepared synopsis of what, when,
where, why and how to target which keywords
for achieving enhanced domain authority.

“I had gone through the bitter experience
of fake promises by some other company.
In the name of web promotions, they
delivered us bad backlinks and irrelevant
urls,” explained Dr. Abeye.
“When asked to web experts of
eminenture technologies, my keywords
started appearing in the search engines’
results in three months and queries from
social media were coming countlessly,”
stated Dr. Abeye

Eminenture’s web experts are far ahead of
so called web adepts. Their outside-the-box
work speaks louder rather than hollow
promises.

1.

Keywords listing, targeting and
postings
2. Creating backlinks
3. Improving quality of content
and urls
4. Interlinking of the webpages
5. Blog submissions
6. Article submissions
7. Directory submissions
8. PPT and Video submissions
9. Info-graphic submissions
10. Analysis in report
Continuous efforts were put in to execute the
foregone plan of action. As a repercussion, the
website ‘psychiatristinsydney.com.au’ got
visibility in research results.
“I kept in frequent touch with Eminenture’s
SEO team and web masters to get clues of
improving web traffic. Every fortnight, their
report of complete analysis was sent to me,”
stated Dr. Abeye
Social Media Optimization (SMO) created
buzzing about the keywords ‘Psychiatrist’,
‘Psychiatry for general adults’, ‘Psychiatry for
old age’, ‘Psychiatry for adolescents’,
‘Depression treatment’, ‘Anxiety treatment’
and ‘Alcohol/drug/smoke Addiction
Counseling’.

